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IPS FlowX DN 65
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PRODUCT NAME
PRODUCT LINE:
ORDER CODE

IPS FlowX
RED
IPS FX DN65

SIZE
CONNECTION
LENGTH (L)
WEIGHT
MAX.PRESSURE
MAX.FLOW RATE
PRESSURE DROP

DN 65
FLANGE DN65/PN10 type11*
482 mm
13 kg
1 Mpa / 10 bar **
18 m3/hour
< 0,5 Bar (linear electrodes)
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3
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185
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**adjustable to 16 Bar/1,6 MPa upon request
*all flanges are in accordance with standard EN 1092-1.
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SPECIFICATION
- New Patented technology
- Reduces creation of Limescale on water supply elements
(pipework, valves, taps, shower heads, waterheating coils of
home appliances)
- Efficiency of 76% - International IAPMO certificate confirming
efficiency of the reduction of sedimentation.
- No chemichals, no external energy
- Suitable for cold (drinking) water - NRL certificate for direct
permanent contact with drinking water
- Health safety product - each part of IPS is made from material
suitable for contact with drinking water

- Safe product - Verified Hydraulic properties - TUS test report
about Presure drop, Pressure resistance and Strength
- Durable body (Stainless steel 1.4301) and internal parts - 5 year
warranty
- Silver plated components inside for prevention of bacteria
growth.
- The device is effective in water with conductivity of 50 - 2000
ųS/cm2.This is normal water hardness 8 - 30˚ dH (Germam
degrees)
- The water flowing through the body forms by means of the
electrodes and galvanic wet cell with a voltage of up to 4,2 to 6V.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

CONNECTION DIAGRAMS FLOWX

IPS FlowX can be mounted horizontally or vertically on the water
pipes with the temperature of 0 - 99 ˚C.

A) Standard installation of the water supply

WARNING!!! When installing IPS it is necessary to observe the
flow direction (FLOW DIRECTION), which is indicated by arrows
on the device. Compliance with this condition affects the proper
functioning and efficiency of the device.
In the system where the IPS FlowX is installed, it is forbidden to
have a built-in ion converter (exchanger), or an electromagnetic
system, or a device using and external voltage.
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B) Installation in the hot water system
without circulation
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The maximum flow rate of water through the device is 4m.s-1. IPS
devices are rated at 1 MPa. Pressure losses are negligible.
Recommendation: Before the IPS, we recommend placing a filter
for mechanical impurities with a min. 50 microns.
1. Meter of consumption
2. Shut-off valve
3. Filter for mechanical impurities
4. IPS FlowX

5. Desludger
6. Circulating pump
7. El. valve
8. Irrigation nozzle

C) Installation in the hot water
system with circulation
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D) Installation in the irrigation systems
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NO EXTERNAL
ENERGY

NO
CHEMICALS

NO
MAGNETS

NO
MAINTENANCE
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